to G-Liminate & ttuucxesuiue uo-as öuyyeöi_& iitajs.j.ny «-n-uei. und.-i.uy iefa tu labor force models for more aggregated data. By direct analogy to recent analysis by Fleisher and Rhodes (1976) using SMSA data, a mc to be estimated using microdata ought to have at least two sirnultar equations, one for an individual's probability of labor force part: pation and one for bis probability of uneinployment conditional on ] force participation. In the participation equation, a coefficient the unemployment probability would give the discouraged-worker eff€ while a coefficient on an unemployment dummy variable for other mei of the household would give the added-worker effect. If a separat« conditional unemployment probability equation was estimated for eac labor market, using only the young labor force participants in thai labor market, the ecological correlation problem might be reduced.
A Structural Model for  the  Youth Labor Market
An alternative and even more direct approach  to these problems modeling the youth labor market is available.    An appropriate,   thoi likely quite expensive,  empirical framework might generalize recenl work by Heckman   (1979)   in the following way.
Suppose that a microdata sample has  i young people,   and  that e< individual is revealed to live  in one of  j  geographic areas,  which be considered separate labor markets.     Let M^ ,  U^ ,  N^ ,   and S^ be dummy variables for  individual  i  for  unconditional employment, unemployment,  nonparticipation,  and school enrollment,  respectivel^ Let j (i)  be the geographic area in which  individual i  lives.     Let Zj (jj   be a vector of characteristics   (such äs  the Proportion of working-age people who are young and  the  fraction of Jobs  that do r require much skill)   associated with area j (i) .     Let X-^ be  a vector characteristics   (such äs number of years of schooling and  area  type within the geographic area)   specific  to  individuals.     Let w(i)   be  t wage  for  individual  i.
Then consider  the  System of equations,
Pr(Ui=l;  Nj=0)	= PU:L =
Pr(Ni=0)	= PNi = PNi(XNi,
Pr(Si=0)	= Psi = PSi(Xsi,   Zsj(i),  wir   PUi)
Wi     =    WjjXwi,   Zwj(i),     PUi)
This System of simultaneous equations  uses some of  the  f indings the literature on the youth labor market to impose an empirically testable structure on microdata.22    For  example,   the hypothesis of
22Most likely, the best data set for this purpose is the 1976 Survi of Income and Education. It is three times äs large äs the monthl; and has more wage and geographic data revealed for individuals thai does the census microdata. Abowd and Killingsworth (1984) and Fre< (1982) chose it.

